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Course Objectives:
The sustainable management of the ecosystems within which we live, feed, take shelter, create,
necessitates combining ecological knowledge with social sciences. The former ensures scientifically
sound policies or management plans, the latter that it will be aided (and not defeated) by human
behaviour. This course aims at exploring this intersection and focuses on two topics where the
collision is salient: ocean management and biodiversity. The course aims at getting the students
acquainted with the frontier of research in these domains and will cover both theoretical and
empirical aspects as published in academic papers. Besides this topical focus, a second goal of the
course is to get the students acquainted with the statistical software R to address quantitatively the
problems posed by modern ecosystem management and policies.
After having taken the course, the students will be familiar with the current frontier in oceans and
biodiversity policy and management research and practice. They will be able to critically engage with
research in that domain, and produce quantitative analysis of their own using R.

Prerequisites:
Please download R and RStudio on the laptop you will use in class before the first session of the
semester (NB: macOS users may need to install XQuartz, follow download instructions on CRAN), and
read sections 1 through 3.1 of R for Beginners. A useful (though somewhat redundant) complement
is “Getting Started with Data in R” as it also covers some notions specific to RStudio. Students will be
expected to know the different object types available in R, how to assign objects, install and load
packages.
Practical information about the sessions:
Students are expected to come to class prepared (having done the readings and/or the homework).
Attendance is mandatory, enthusiastic participation strongly recommended. Laptops and tablets are
accepted during lectures, necessary during hands-on sessions.

Grading system:
The grade for this course will have three components:




Weekly homework (50%): Each week an exercise in R will be posted (due before class on the
first session of the week). While the main objective of the exercise is to practice and expand
skills in R, critical interpretation of the results is no less important.
Individual project (40%). Students are invited to pick a course-related topic and data set(s) to
analyse in R. Please talk with me after the break (or sooner) to confirm that the scope of the
project is reasonable (topic and workload), or to ask for a topic and/or data set.
Class participation (10%): Students are expected to attend all lectures, having done the
required readings, and participate in the class discussion of the assigned readings. Small
weekly précis (short subjective summary) of flagged papers are warmly recommended but
not mandatory.

Late submissions will get penalties and shall not be accepted after a week. Collaboration is
encouraged but homework is individual – said otherwise, while it’s okay to think about problems
together, the coding, writeup, etc. are your own work. Plagiarism is proscribed.
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Session planning:
The course will consist in two weekly 1.5-hour lectures taking place over 10 weeks. The first lecture
of the week will tend to be topic-oriented, the second R-oriented. The outline below is subject to
change, in particular to accommodate students’ interests, refer to the course webpage for the up-todate schedule.
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15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Oceans - Introduction; Ocean bioeconomics facts & figures
HW#1 posted
Oceans - Bioeconomic model of fisheries (1)
Oceans - Bioeconomic model of fisheries (2)
HW#1 due (HW #2 posted)
Oceans - Fisheries management: quotas
Oceans - Fisheries management: bans
HW #2 due (etc.)
Oceans - Fisheries management: demand
Oceans - Fisheries management: other demand-side factors HW #3 due
Oceans - Information and fisheries
Oceans - Management in the presence of environmental fluctuations
HW #4 due
Oceans - Multi-species models and lingering issues in ocean policy and management
Biodiversity - Economics of biodiversity: introduction, and a simple case
HW #5 due
Biodiversity - Economics of biodiversity: IPBES overview
Biodiversity - Economics of biodiversity: small trophic networks
HW #6 due
Biodiversity - Beyond charismatic megafauna
Biodiversity - Insurance and stability
HW #7 due
Biodiversity - In space: thinking trade-offs and landscape diversity
Biodiversity - Compounding issues: climate change
Biodiversity - Policy solutions
Biodiversity - Solutions from the private sector

20. Biodiversity - Lingering issues
Distance learning :
Interactive virtual classrooms when face-to-face is not allowed.

Final project due

